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Judging from the fierce debates, few issues have posed such a challenge to mankind
as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. First and foremost, there is
the evident, underlying existential test.1 Mankind has dominated the planet for
around 190,000 years, more or less since homo sapiens first emerged in the Kenya
Rift Valley with their large craniums, light skeletons, advanced social structures
and opposable thumbs.2 And, while we have learned to live with machines – like
bulldozers, cranes and trucks – that can lift and transport much more weight than
we can carry ourselves, the notion that there are machines that might calculate
much better than we can – and do it outside of our direct supervision, arriving at
conclusions “autonomously” and through processes that defy the linear logic of
old-style computer programming – is something that seems to strike deeply at our
very sense of self.3
It’s not so much that we can’t live with the idea of machines that think better,
faster and autonomously from us; it is more that the idea itself seems to many to
imply that humans are destined to be overtaken, irrationally abused, even made
redundant here on earth, perhaps as soon as the day after tomorrow. Many of the
comments and analysis written on this topic – some learned, like Carl Benedikt
Frey and Michael A. Osborne’s seminal work on “The Future of Employment:
How Susceptible are Jobs to Computerisation?”; some deeply conjectural, like
the Blade Runner and Terminator films – show the marks of a deeply insecure
civilization, one that feels its very existence is being threatened by machines.4
Much like people, we understand and express that insecurity not through direct
acknowledgement of our sometimes deeply disguised low self-esteem, but by a
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profoundly existential cry that somewhere along the way in all of this we have
somehow lost control.
And yet nothing could be further from the truth. Human beings are and
continue to be masters of the earth; we made these machines that can now think
autonomously. And it is up to us to make their use a universal good – a process
which is already more advanced than is commonly acknowledged. With a bit
of luck and human ingenuity, artificial intelligence promises to help us to solve
many of the entrenched social problems that defy us today. Is human society
ready for that? That’s a better question than “what role is left for humans in an
era of powerful machines?” Used properly and used well – as artificial intelligence
is already being deployed in many places today – AI holds out the possibility of
faster, more efficient and ultimately more ethical decision making than we have
now. Properly understood and properly developed, it could mean an end to the
bias so prevalent in human-run society today, and of which the algorithms are so
often accused.5 Are we ready for that? Are we ready for machines to help us see
how biased our society is and to use that recognition to unpack the discrimination
so evident around us? They can do that. But we need to understand the
implications and be ready for profound, deep-seated social change.
And getting there won’t be easy. It will require a broader, richer definition of the
“values” on which our society rests and the “ethics” to which our society aspires
– looking not just at the transparency or non-transparency of algorithms but
actually collaborating to elaborate and define the outcomes we would like to see
and the values upon which those decisions – taken by man and machine – will
be based. It will require a reassertion of human will back into a space from which
many, oddly, seem to think it has vanished completely.6 And it will come at a time
when other people, possessed with the same power, will be pursuing an alternative,
deeply undesirable agenda.7
As the debate on artificial intelligence deepens – and as the world’s experience
with the new technology grows (giving rise to examples of good and bad practice
and a better evidence base from which policymakers can draw) – the political
and social role of the new technology must be more clearly defined. First and
foremost, we need to safeguard and sustain the values of the democratic society
upon which European society is built. That system is under unprecedented assault
today, which means we must fight this battle on two fronts. We must ensure AI is
deployed for better social outcomes domestically and we must work against those
who would use the technology to undermine the democratic society – from within
and from abroad. The fault line, perhaps not surprisingly, will run through an
odd combination of better regulation, more effective codes of conduct and better
informed public discourse. That process has begun.8
This paper is divided into two parts. Part I will look at the nature of artificial
intelligence and the way it can be used to stop – rather than reinforce –
existing bias; Part II will look at the principles that should drive the policy
agenda surrounding this advanced new technology and make concrete policy
recommendations.
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‘With a bit of luck and human ingenuity, artificial
intelligence promises to help us to solve many of
the entrenched social problems that defy us today.’
I. Ethics and Artificial Intelligence
One common misperception in the debate is that artificial intelligence is destined
to re-create and sustain human bias in an artificial setting.9 This would be true
if people were stupid (and, to be fair, some are). But it flies in the face of recent
experience with how artificial intelligence is actually being deployed in real world
settings. And it bears the risk of overshadowing a vastly more important potential
application of artificial intelligence: that with the application of intelligent
parameters, artificial intelligence can be used to fight discrimination, to deliver
answers that are stripped of human bias and built on a better, more solid and nondiscriminatory world.
Computer scientists call this “optimisation.” What it means, simply, is that human
beings are still the ones writing the algorithms (or perhaps writing the algorithms
that are writing the algorithms); and they still put in the outcomes which they
would like to see the artificial intelligence reach.10 This is a very important
distinction. You could, for example, program a neural network to win at, say, Go,
an abstract Chinese board game in existence since 1000 BC.11 A program named
AlphaGo, built by DeepMind Technologies, a London-based AI lab, did this with
great effect in 2016, managing to defeat the reigning world champion, Lee Sedol,
in a dramatic showdown in Seoul, Korea.
Two points are worth underlining here in this context. First and foremost,
programmers didn’t program AlphaGo to “play” Go; they programmed AlphaGo
to “win” at Go. Seen from the point of view of a machine – one devoid of
consciousness, conscience, will or the imperative to find food or procreate – this
is a vast difference. Winning at Go is what AlphaGo learned to do by studying
thousands of games and analysing those games with its complex neural networks.
But the goal was given to it by programmers; AlphaGo’s role was to find the best
way to victory.12 But AlphaGo could have been given another goal, and that’s what
it would have done. So who’s in charge here? Who’s picking the outcome? And
who’s designing the neural networks – very smart networks, but still only networks
– to get us there?
Another good example is what happens when you use voice-powered search
assistants like Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri or Google Assistant. If, for example,
you ask Google Assistant, “OK Google, do you like gay people?,” the answer
may surprise you. The complex, voice-operated algorithm will respond in a
sweet sounding voice: “I like people. Lots of things make people who they are.
Orientation is one of them.” This is, of course, a human conjuring trick. If, in
fact, the machine had been left on its own to come up with an answer to this
politically loaded question – searching the sometimes dark corners of the Internet
to learn about life from the hate-filled comments there – there is no telling where
it would have arrived. But voice-assisted search engine programmers are very clever
people. And rather than allowing the algorithm to repeat and regurgitate all of the
hateful human bias implicit in a question like this, the algorithm is programmed
to deliver a different, value-based answer.13 That value was inserted by a human
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programmer. And it is present throughout AI as it is rolled out today. Put simply,
very few systems routinely or mechanically return answers to questions where the
answer hasn’t in some ways been informed by the values of the people who wrote
the algorithm or manage the broader process in which it rests. This means that
machines can learn – and many do. But left to exist in a valueless world, where
their detached answers might be derived from the bile and aggression of active
sub-communities, where those answers have not yet withstood contact with the
cool judgment of well-informed humans, they will return answers that sometimes
sound a bit like Borat.14 Unless the programmers “optimise” for something
different.
This principle – which is present throughout AI – has huge implications. It means
that we can set the value systems of the algorithms we use. And, if we are brave
enough, we can use artificial intelligence to overcome our bias – assuming the
society in which these decisions are taken can agree on a coherent set of values
– such as non-discrimination, social inclusion and fairness in decision making.
This is where the debate must go now – away from defining and redefining the
parameters of how AI can or should be regulated, and towards a much broader
discussion of what the values are on which we would like those decisions to
rest. There, we have a deeply polarised debate. On the one hand, we have the
“politically correct” crowd, of whom the author of this paper is a proud member;
it believes firmly that men and women should be equal, that economic injustice
should be remedied, that people are to be judged, in the memorable words of
Dr Martin Luther King, “not by the colour of their skin but by the content of
their character.” But recent setbacks in policymaking show that the debate on
discrimination – whether it is or isn’t desirable – is far from won. Indeed, if
anything, the terms on which the debate is being held are even fuzzier than before,
bleeding over into a larger discussion about identity, educational opportunity,
the role of local norms in a global world and even the elusive concept of what
constitutes “home” in an age dominated by borderless living and constant
geopolitical mutation.15
Perhaps the best way of seeing how difficult the balance here can be, one should look
at the complex – and very real – problem of letting algorithms help determine who
does or doesn’t get a loan.16 Often, these decisions are based on a complex “credit
score” derived from a multitude of factors; at the simplest level, this is a number
assigned to a person based on the likelihood that she or he will repay a loan.17 And
it is built on a cascade of unrelated facts: a person’s age, her or his previous loan
history, the number of bank accounts she or he possesses, their occupation, ethnic
background, parents’ occupation, number of children, even, according to one data
scientist, “whether he or she lives by a lake.”18 These ratings can and do have an impact
on whether a person does or doesn’t get a loan – and, indeed, in some dystopian
societies are already emerging as a potent and effective method of social control.19 But
the far more impactful ratio in this decision is sometimes hidden: above and beyond
any “credit-rating” score is the so-called “threshold classifier,” which is the criteria the
bank uses for sorting the loan candidates into binary “yes” or “no” decisions. The task
becomes particularly thorny when you take into account that the “threshold classifier”
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‘Artificial intelligence holds out the possibility of
faster, more efficient and ultimately more ethical
decision making than we have now.’
can be based on a number of value-driven factors that the bank might (or might not)
choose to “optimise.” Does the bank work to optimise “correct decisions,” i.e., try to
maximise the number of successful loans it gives and minimise the number of loans
that will go unpaid? Or does it optimise “demographic parity,” looking to grant an
equal proportion of “yes” and “no” answers to people from groups differentiated by
ethnic background, sex or geographic origin? Or does it – based on some complex
formula it has worked out – try to maximise both, going for the maximum number of
correct decisions and ensuring those decisions are spread equally among demographic
groups in a way that is palpably fair?
Obviously, the answer will determine whether some people do or don’t get loans,
which makes it a very concrete and tangible problem in the lives of many people.
But it is also the basis for a possible solution. At its heart, the decisions reached
by an algorithm will be based on what goals the programmer has asked the
network to “optimise.” And this is where profiling becomes particularly important.
Profiling can be used as an instrument of discrimination, to be sure.20 But it can
also be used to promote “equal opportunity,” as has been done in many other
cases. That would involve telling the system to “optimise” an outcome where
applicants in one group receive as many loans as applicants in another group.
Profiling becomes the basis for solving the problem. But it has to be set out that
way from the outset by the programmers, and, concretely, by the values around
which the programmers ask the algorithm to optimise.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union, which
entered into force on 25 May 2018, sets out strict criteria for the processing,
storing and exchange of personal data.21 This visionary legislation enshrines the
right of individuals not to be subject to decisions made on the basis of automated
profiling alone – a person must be in the loop. And whether an algorithm has
taken part in the decision, a human being must take ultimate responsibility for
the conclusions reached (we will discuss the implications of this in the policy
recommendations on pages 6-9). Inevitably, judges, for example, must be reminded
that if an algorithm has, say, an 80% success ratio at predicting recidivism in
parole cases, there are still two out of 10 cases where the algorithm will be wrong.
These are the injustices humans must look for – and prevent. And if algorithms
can perhaps assist in reaching conclusions and finding new connections, they can
not be counted on to make or replace the very real judgments that human beings
must make in these cases. The algorithm is there to help and facilitate. It is not
there to replace.
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And here is where artificial intelligence really kicks in. Algorithms – like AlphaGo
– are trained not just to solve problems; they are built to see new, undetected
patterns in the data and to find better, more effective ways of solving problems
than humans have found. The algorithms are learning all of the time. And, given
the right value parameters, a good set of data and a clear instruction to maximise
an outcome that we, the users, have defined, they can reasonably be expected to
devise better ways of getting there than we could ever have come up with offline.
Statisticians call this the “true positive rate” – the sweet spot at which many “false
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positives” have been ruled out and “false negatives” prevented. It is a devilishly
tricky calculation, and that is precisely the point. Algorithms have no value
systems; at least they don’t until human beings give them one. But once they have
those value systems, once they’ve been told which outcomes to optimise, they can
do a better job than human beings at finding a novel way of reaching them.22 This
is the goal we should give them.

II. Principles and Recommendations
Certainly, the age of machine learning that we are entering will be different
than the one that came before. Few doubt that the new technology holds out the
prospect of a vastly different economy, workplace and even society than the one we
have today. But the question is, how do we make that society a win-win-win for
citizens, governments and businesses alike? How do we ensure that the technology
becomes an unequivocal force for good, rather than an enabling technology that
powers an emerging dystopia of discrimination, anti-democratic behaviour and an
unstoppable plutocrat class with selfish, rent-seeking ambition?
We believe there are four principles that should guide future AI decision making.
These four principles must be better known and more widely understood.
1. First and foremost, human beings are still in charge. We will create the
framework in which AI will be deployed, and we will decide how it can best
be used.
2. The technology is very powerful. Good guys will use it. But so will bad guys.
3. The only solution will come not from throwing up our hands and declaring the
problem too complex to manage. It will come from a careful, broad and broadly
socialised discussion about the kind of society in which we want to live.23
Values like “fairness” need to be better understood and better defined in legal
terms, particularly if “fairness” is a value around which we want to legislate.24
This is a broader discussion. It takes us well beyond the usual boundaries of
how best to regulate artificial intelligence. But it is a crucial discussion to have
if we are to avoid dystopia and prevent the system from being hijacked.
4. Oddly, that discussion is well underway, though the outcomes, in this author’s
view, are far from optimal. Will our society be based on openness? Will it be
based on non-discrimination? And, if it is to be based on openness and nondiscrimination, how can we insure that the model remains one of “inclusion,”
which doesn’t leave some people feeling insecure or left out?25
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‘The decisions reached by an algorithm will be
based on what goals the programmer has asked
the network to “optimise.”’
These four principles have vast and immediate implications for policy and
policymaking. Here’s a seven-point programme – with tasks for the public and
private sectors alike:
1. Show Leadership. The European Commission and European governments
have come out strong on this issue recently.26 The European Commission
itself has published an AI strategy, which rightly puts the emphasis on
building a huge and dominant European footprint in AI as a strategic
priority for European government and society.27 And the European Group
on Ethics in Science and New Technologies has issued an inspiring appeal
for “a common, internationally recognised ethical and legal framework for
the design, production, use and governance of artificial intelligence, robotics
and ‘autonomous’ systems.”28 These are very important initiatives, though, as
so often with policy and policymaking, they will only make a difference if
civil society is united behind them and prepared to lend its support. Leaders
can lead. Civil society’s role needs to move beyond drawing out attention
to potential problems and concerns to also developing and working towards
solutions.
2. Avoid Populist Mistakes. We should avoid efforts to pry open “black boxes”
of algorithms; this is a fool’s errand.29 The fact is, many programmers today
don’t know how the systems they built arrived at the conclusion they did.
Fairness can be optimised, as we have argued in this policy brief, by setting
desired outcome, defining the values that should underlie those outcomes and
monitoring the results.
3. Monitor and Manage. And, yes, we should monitor results. There can and
should be constant evaluation. If we are going to rely on machines to help us
decide matters that ordinarily we would decide ourselves, we must pay constant
attention to what they are up to and the outcomes, i.e., the metrics, they
produce. In that sense, machines are like people – all employees need managers;
and all managers should report to boards. We must build accountability and
statistical monitoring of all of our algorithms, much as we keep financial
statistics on firms. A firm’s accounts, for example, can serve as an early warning
sign of trouble; they can tell us where the underlying business is strong or weak.
We need similar written checkups – annually, quarterly, perhaps even in real
time, as with the financial markets – on the outcome of algorithms. We need
to keep track of what the algorithms are doing and whether we might need to
intervene.30
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4. Accept Responsibility. Efforts to assign legal responsibility to coding or
algorithms are misguided. Machines still don’t make decisions, even if their
algorithms do. Liability can and should rest with the owners and operators of
the machines. If, for example, a bank declines a loan to you, that bank can and
should provide a full explanation to you, even if the answer is partly based on
AI.31 Humans must take responsibility; we made the machines and built the
algorithms. We are not at anyone’s or anything’s mercy here.
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‘With the application of intelligent
parameters, artificial intelligence can
be used to fight discrimination.’
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5. Optimise Outcomes. The public is still unaware of a key fact: most algorithms
will deliver results based on the outcomes they have been asked to “optimise”
more than on the data that exists within them. This concept needs to be much
more broadly socialised. People should know what to ask for. And policymakers
should know what to look for. And even then, needless to say, firms themselves
should pay much more attention to knowing which outcomes have been
“optimised” and values prioritised. Automated cars, for example, run off of
thresholds which are programmed by humans. How quickly an autonomously
driving car should react – and to exactly what kind of stimulus – is a decision
taken by the person setting the algorithm, not by the algorithm itself. This
means that the decisions taken about optimisation can have life or death
consequences. We should know more. And we should always optimise for the
most effective outcome.
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The declaration is called the
“Asilomar AI Principles,” named
after the beach – Asilomar – in
California where the conference
that launched the principles
was hosted in 2017. For more,
visit https://futureoflife.org/
ai-principles/.

6. Develop New Standards and Codes of Conduct. The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the world’s largest technical profession
organisation, has assembled a consultative body of several hundred technical
experts and stakeholders from six continents to discuss and debate these issues,
and, hopefully, produce IEEE P7000, a new technical standard for the ethical
use of AI.32 The initiative is particularly important because of the clarity it
could offer – a technical standard would provide important safeguards on issues
like transparency, accountability and the “ethical” underpinnings underlying
the programming. Certainly, it would help to simplify a vastly complex
debate. And the multi-stakeholder format in which it is being developed
(global and multinational) is the only format where common views could
make a substantial difference. Few other initiatives have as much input from
the full eco-system of companies, consumers and governments, all of whom
will need to interact seamlessly for the successful, effective roll out of more
autonomous systems. Elsewhere, the Council of Europe is preparing guidelines
on the human rights dimensions of automated processing and artificial
intelligence that will serve as guidance to the European Court of Human
Rights.33 The International Telecommunication Union – the United Nations
agency which monitors regulatory and other developments in information
and communications technologies – recently convened The AI for Good Global
Summit, which brought stakeholders together in Geneva, Switzerland for a
three-day brainstorming.34 And the Boston-based Future of Life Institute has
drafted 23 principles to guide AI research, which have been endorsed by a wide
range of AI researchers and stakeholders, including Tesla founder Elon Musk,
MIT Sloan School of Management Professor Erik Brynjolfsson and the late
Professor Stephen Hawking.35
7. Strengthen Online Identity. The algorithms aren’t what’s wrong with social
media – it’s the malign content that some people put there. The problem of fake
news – and hate speech – will not go away until social-media users are forced
to accept responsibility for what they say online. Indeed, it is set to get even
worse, as advanced AI learns to synthesize human speech, producing credible
videos of fake information, which look and sound real to all but the most
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‘The notion that there are machines that might
calculate better than we can is something that
seems to strike deeply at our very sense of self.’

/
3
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advanced AI trained to detect the fraud. This has huge implications, and brings
added urgency to the question of ending anonymity online, requiring stronger
verification of the users posting content and forcing users to take responsibility
for the content they post. Contributions to social media – and particularly
political advertising – should not be allowed on platforms by people whose
identity has not in some ways been confirmed. There are very good mechanisms
for this, including the system of e-Identity and “trust-service” verification
set out in the European Union’s electronic identification and trust services
for electronic transactions, or eIDAS, regulation.36 Transparency will bring
accountability. Don’t blame the algorithm. Blame the people behind it.
Someone, somewhere created the fake news. And someone, somewhere will be
creating the fake videos, of which the explosion of fake accounts on Facebook
and twitter in recent years were but an early taste. We are not without tools to
stop their spread. It wouldn’t even be that hard.
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European Union, Regulation
on Electronic Identification and
Trust Services for Electronic
Transactions in the Internal
Market, 23 July 2014.
37
An indication of the trouble AI
has discerning context can be
seen in funny translations that
crop up from time to time. Take
the word “mist.” In English, it
means “a cloud of tiny water
droplets.” In German, it means
“excrement.” Some translation
algorithms routinely confuse
the two in English-German
translations.

To be sure, the age of artificial intelligence and machine learning holds out hope
that our greatest problems can be solved – not by enslaving ourselves to the
machines we built but by learning to work and evolve alongside of them. Far from
making us weaker, the advent of artificial intelligence is one of mankind’s greatest
triumphs. But it is still a long way from a god-like moment. The machines are
impressive, to be sure. But they are not human. They can’t, for example, explain
to you why the fork you dropped at lunch today fell to the earth – “gravity” is the
answer, but a machine-trained computer would have a hard time explaining what
exactly gravity is or why it made the fork fall. Nor could a computer understand
the relatively simple ideas being discussed in this policy brief. They could, to be
sure, translate it into another language. But those are only facsimiles, and even
they are not always very good ones.37 The most advanced machines today, for
example, don’t understand natural language; they mimic or ape it. They do this
by mapping the “connections” among groups of words. But the fundamental
understanding that leads to our greatest insight is not there.
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The tragedy of mankind is that – far too often – we invent things before we
know properly how to use them. This was true of the atomic bomb – which, after
catastrophic initial deployment at the end of World War II, led to entirely new
institutions dedicated to systematic peacemaking at the global level. And it’s true
of the armies we possess. Once a weapon of war, the armies of many countries are
today routinely deployed to keep the peace. Artificial intelligence is at a similar
crossroad. Will we harness it for mankind’s good – a more graspable goal than is
commonly understood? Or will we allow its power to deepen and exacerbate the
very human fissures of the world into which we have launched it?
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The discussion is only beginning. And we will all have a role to play.
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‘Efforts to give legal identity to coding
or algorithms are misguided.’
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